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At the very beginning of March,
Aiya was at the temple for
Shivarathri celebrations.  The rest
of that month Aiya and Amma
going back and forth from Toronto
every couple of weeks, starting
with a lecture at a Sai Baba centre
in Etobicoke on March 6.

He was back in Rochester to
conduct a wedding in the interim,
but was then in Scarborough
again on March 19, for a full-day
workshop on basic puja
principles.

At the end of March and for
most of April, Aiya was travelling
abroad in Singapore and
Malaysia.  There, he conducted a
series of workshops, pujas,
homams, and lectures in temples.

The crowd was very
enthusiastic.  Devotees requested
that most of Aiya’s appearances
be in the Q & A style and insisted
he answer more questions.

Aiya then made a short stop in
India to attend the wedding of
Ashok Kumar, who makes all of
the temple’s silver ornaments.
While in the south of India, Aiya
also visited the Kanchipuram
temples as well as the Kashi
Vishwanatha temple in Chennai.

He was also able to see the
temple’s long-distance devotees,
the Madvanaths, and Ramesh
Kutticad in Chennai.

Up north in New Delhi, Aiya
spoke at the local Sri Kamakshi
temple and also saw Sri Akka.  He
returned from India on April 25.

On May 1, the temple was
packed to the brim with visitors
attending the annual Pratyangira
homam, over which Aiya
presided.  He stated that from
now on, this homam will always
be held on the first Sunday of May
instead of the weekend
immediately following Tamil
New Year’s in mid-April.

Amid doing local pujas in
Rochester, Aiya also left for a few
days to Connecticut to conduct a
few private homams and visit
with devotees in the area.

Upon his return, he and all the
senior upasakas in the temple
organized the swift installation of
the new, blue Shivalingam to
replace the one that had been
installed in 1998.

For the remainder of May, Aiya
was available locally on and off.
The temple was graced with a
visit from Thiruchi Swami the
week of May 18, who originally
donated our Rajarajeswari
murthi from the Stroudsberg
temple.At the end of May, Aiya
flew to England for different
events, which included a wedding
and a grihapavesham.

Aiya during the Q &A session after a

workshop

Aiya performing Rudra homam at

Surya Home, Singapore

Aiya meeting with dementia patients

at the Home, after the homam

Sai students lined up to offer lotus

petal ahutis during the homam

All photos courtesy Gayathri K

Aiya being honoured at Sri Murugan

Hill Temple, Singapore.
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Past Events

Tamil New Year’s, April 13

There is always a new ingredient that is added to the annual
Shivarathri celebrations, but the night will always include the chanting
of Rudram, the offering of bilvam leaves, and puja to 11 different
shivalingams set up throughout the yajnashala and inner sanctum.

Everyone will get a chance to offer bilva, and all are encouraged to
chant Rudram out loud throughout the night.  Refreshments will be
provided throughout the night in the lobby area if visitors need to take a
break from this marathon puja.

Mahashivarathri, March 2

 Chitra Poornima, April 17

This year, the new year’s puja
took place in the morning instead
of in the evening as is usually the
case.  Both Aiya and Shankar aiya
were unavailable so senior
upasaka Pravin Ranjan stepped
in.

As always, it was a simple puja
and everyone there was given a

Toronto appearances, March 6
and 19

Because Aiya was out of the
country during this puja, Shankar
aiya took the reigns.  Chitra
Poornima puja took place first
place this Sunday morning, and
was sponsored by about 25
people.

Guided by Shankar aiya, the
sponsors offered their pindams,
did tarpanam, and gave their
pindams to their ancestors
outside by tossing them toward
the south.

At 9:30 a.m. on Sunday March 6,
Aiya was in Etobicoke, Ontario,
giving a discourse on Vedic
mantras at the local Sai Baba
Centre.  There was a bhajan
session at 11 a.m., after which the
crowd of more than 200 people
broke for lunch.  After lunch, Aiya

began a very long Q & A session,
which lasted until about 4 p.m.

A more formal workshop took
place two weeks later on March
19, when Aiya appeared in
Scarborough at the Sai Baba
school on Ellesmere.  That day
saw a packed house of at least 150
people, and Aiya taught and then
showed them the why and how of
basic Ganapathi puja.

All devotees who participated
on each day were fed for free.  The
temple extends its thanks to both
venues for hosting these events.

Annual Pratyangira homam, May 1

chance to add grains to the
sakkarai pongal prasadam.

Aiya returned from Singapore a
few days before this event, which

saw about 150-200 visitors to
the temple.  From now on, the
Pratyangira homam, held for
the welfare of all participants
and the world in general, will
take place the first Sunday of
May.

All present were handed
food offerings to put into the
fire, and several kilograms of
red chilli peppers (Pratyangira
Devi’s preferred naivedyam)
were also burned while
chanting her mula mantra.
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The Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam ~ 6980 East River Road ~ Rush, NY 14543 ~ Phone: (585) 533 - 1970

Upcoming Events

Devi willing, the next issue of
the Sri Chakra will be up on the
temple’s website at the beginning
of September 2011.

This magazine cannot keep
publishing without
contributions! Articles, poems,
stories and photos about any
spiritual topic are welcomed.

The next deadline for article
submission is August 9.  Please e-
mail us with your contributions
or feedback about this issue at
sri_chakra_mag@srividya.org or
talk to Kamya or Abhi at the
temple.

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha!

In Three Months

Guru Poornima, July 14

Last year, Aiya said he would
run this year’s Guru Poornima
festival in an effort to return the
day to its roots.  Upasakas will be
doing a mandala (45 days) of
mantra japam for the guru
leading up to the big day, and the
actual plans for the festival day
will probably not be released—
GP will indeed be a big surprise!

Viboothi Shaivite Immersion
(camp), July 30-August 7

Aadi Amavasya, July 29

Aadi Puram, August 2

Varalakshmi Vratham, August 12

Vinayaka Chaturthi, Sept. 1

As Chitra Poornima offers
tarpanam for our departed
mothers, Aadi Amavasya is the
day one may offer tarpanam for
one’s deceased father.  It is merely
a sort of default day for father’s
tarpanam, in case one has missed
(or doesn’t know) the Sanskrit
month, paksham and thithi of his
passing.  Please call the temple to
book a sponsorship spot now.

Our popular kids’ “camp”
teaches youngsters ages 9 to 17
about Tamil and Sanskrit culture,
through classes including puja,
chanting, cooking naivedyam,
dressing murthis, and singing
bhajans.

We also do fun things like a camp
fire, sports, outdoor day trip,
storytelling, and games.
Enrolment this year is bursting at
the seams with about 160 kids!
The main saints will be Kanchi
Paramacharya Sri
Chandrasekharendra Saraswati,
and Sri Satya Sai Baba.

This will be
yet another
year when
this festival,
the day the
Devi becomes
a woman, will
fall during the
temple’s camp.
Aiya will
preside over a
Chandi
homam this
weekday
morning, and
all visitors
will have the
chance to do
milk abhishekam to the Vana
Durga murthi.

The Devi after the Aadi

Puram festival in 2008.

Our deepest thanks and gratitudeOur deepest thanks and gratitudeOur deepest thanks and gratitudeOur deepest thanks and gratitudeOur deepest thanks and gratitude

to this issue’s volunteers: Aiya,to this issue’s volunteers: Aiya,to this issue’s volunteers: Aiya,to this issue’s volunteers: Aiya,to this issue’s volunteers: Aiya,

VVVVVilas Ankilas Ankilas Ankilas Ankilas Ankolekarolekarolekarolekarolekar,,,,,  Sundhara Sundhara Sundhara Sundhara Sundhara

Arasaratnam,Arasaratnam,Arasaratnam,Arasaratnam,Arasaratnam, V V V V Venkateshwenkateshwenkateshwenkateshwenkateshwararararar

Babu, Gratus Devanesan, JeilanBabu, Gratus Devanesan, JeilanBabu, Gratus Devanesan, JeilanBabu, Gratus Devanesan, JeilanBabu, Gratus Devanesan, Jeilan

Devanesan, Gayathri K ofDevanesan, Gayathri K ofDevanesan, Gayathri K ofDevanesan, Gayathri K ofDevanesan, Gayathri K of

SinSinSinSinSingggggaporaporaporaporaporeeeee,,,,,  T T T T The Nandalalahe Nandalalahe Nandalalahe Nandalalahe Nandalala

Mission,Mission,Mission,Mission,Mission, T T T T Tharharharharharuman Tuman Tuman Tuman Tuman Thahahahahavvvvvakumarakumarakumarakumarakumar,,,,,

and our Temple Lorand our Temple Lorand our Temple Lorand our Temple Lorand our Temple Lore contribe contribe contribe contribe contributorutorutorutorutor.....

This South Indian festival is
about the worship of Goddess
Varalakshmi, and married women
gather to do a guided deepam puja
at the temple, for the welfare of
their husbands.  At the end, they
receive a sharadu among their
prasadam.  Spots (and space) are
minimal, so please call as soon as
possible to give your name.

Last year’s Chaturthi was on the deck.

Weather permitting, Chaturthi
puja will most likely take place
outside on the Ganapathi deck,
which is fully equipped with a
homakundam and spacious
sitting area.

Being one of the temple’s five
main annual festivals, Chaturthi
is celebrated in grand style with
a Vancha-Kalpa Ganapathi
homam, where all visitors are
given laddus or modakams to
put in the fire.  The utsava
murthi is also given milk

abhishekam by all, and goes
around the temple in procession in
the evening.
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by Kamya Ramaswamy

Neelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta PranalingeswaraNeelakanta Pranalingeswara

It was quite a surprise for the
few people who happened to
be at the temple during the
first weekend of May when
Aiya returned from his trip to
Singapore and Malaysia.  Our
main Shivalingam, he told us,
was going to be replaced.

This was something most of
us thought would only happen
during a kumbhabhishekam
time once in 12 years when a
temple is routinely renovated.
And that time had passed last
July—so why now?

From India, Aiya had gone to
India on a brief stop, where he
chanced to meet with Sri
Mathioli Saraswati, or Sri
Akka, as many of us
affectionately call her.  Sri
Akka has always watched
over this temple and advised Aiya
and his students on numerous
matters over the years, playing a
pivotal role in last July’s Ati
Rudram celebrations.

She told him in New Delhi that
even granite stone goes through
wear and tear sometimes.
Various factors like cold,
humidity, as well as the sheer
intensity of the spiritual
environment a murthi sits in can
affect its physical quality.

Sri Akka suggested a store Aiya
could attend for a new temple
Shivalingam, right in New Delhi.
Now, the old Shivalingam was a
rakta-netra lingam, as well as an
Indra banalingam—it was a
banalingam worshipped by Lord
Indra, which had a large red mark

on it resembling a bleeding eye
(rakta = blood; netra = eye).

On the first weekend of May,
Aiya revealed his purchase—an
egg-
shaped
banalingam
with
white,
swirling
stripes
across the
back, and
was as
blue as
Vishnu.
He said
installation
would
take place
the next
Poornima

night, after the navaadhi-vaasams
had been done.  This is the
process by which a murthi is
cleansed of negative energies
by being submerged in each of
nine different substances for
nine successive days.

Aiya explained the blue stone
was the semi-precious Lapis
Lazuli, which belongs to the
sapphire family and has been
mined mostly in Afghanistan
for over 6,000 years.  It is an
excellent stone for spiritual
development, as it heightens
awareness, clarity, and
develops inner peace.  Its effects
would be felt throughout the
whole town, Aiya said, and not
just on the temple premises.

The following Poornima fell
on Monday May 16th, and news

of the installation was only by
word of mouth.  Nonetheless, the
temple was packed.  All those
who were initiated into the

The newly installed banalingam

during the kumkumam abhishekam.

At the end of the puja, Aiya offered platefuls of fresh bilva leaves.
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Mahashodasi and
Panchadasakshari mantras were
instructed to silently do their
japam for a period of hours while
the process took place.

All these people were connected
by a yellow thread, through
which the new
Shivalingam would
be infused with
their japam power.
Also, a darbha grass
chain was tied
around the peetam
and connected to
the huge Meru in
the centre of the
temple—all the
different energies in
the temple were to
function as one.

First, the old
Shivalingam was
extracted from its
ashta-bandhanam
binding and
submerged in
water for the time
being.  Next, the
aavudiar or yoni peetam where the
lingam sat was readied for the
new murthi’s prana-pratishta, or
life-infusing process.  At this time,
Varahi japam was also going on
to seek the blessings of Sri Akka,
who is widely thought to be an
incarnation of the protective
boar-faced goddess.

After new ashta-bandhanam was
melted and used to secure the
new, blue Shivalingam, three
upasaka couples came to the front
to perform the kalaavahanam.
Then, the old Shivalingam was
taken out of its bucket by a person

who performed a homam and
kalasa-sthapanam earlier that
evening, to be permanently
submerged in a local river.  The
negative energies at the temple
would go out and be submerged
with it, Aiya said.

Aiya then performed a very fast
Sri Chakra puja, invoking the Devi
as Parameshwara, and
announcing to the crowd our
latest addition would be named
Neelakanta Pranalingeswara.
Everyone present (not just

upasakas) was
given the
viseshargyam as
prasadam, and
panchambrutham
abhishekam was
performed to the
new lingam.

For the next
hour, the energy
and bliss in the
temple reached
new heights as
water, milk, curds,
ghee, honey, fruit
juice,
viseshargyam,
chandanam,
viboothi, and
kumkumam were
poured onto Sri
Neelakanta.  The

honey, viboothi, chandanam and
kumkumam were saved and
packaged by volunteers for
visitors to take home.

Later, Aiya revealed that he had
examined the new Shivalingam
and found out what heavenly
being had once worshipped it—
Airavata, the stunning white,
four-tusked elephant of Lord
Indra.  The white swirls on the
back of this lingam were in the
shape of garlands, which fit
Airavata’s job of garlanding
divine souls at the gates of heaven
as soon as they arrive.

Our divine trio rested at the end of an exciting night.
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LingamLingamLingamLingamLingam

NeelakantaNeelakantaNeelakantaNeelakantaNeelakanta

The ThiruThe ThiruThe ThiruThe ThiruThe ThiruThe ThiruThe ThiruThe ThiruThe ThiruThe Thiru

by Sundhara ArasaratnamNeelakantaNeelakantaNeelakantaNeelakantaNeelakanta

LingamLingamLingamLingamLingam
There are never coincidences but there is always the eternal

flawless design of the Mother’s grace

Many of us had such invigorating experiences in witnessing the Prathistha to the Thiru Neelakanta
Lingam at the Rochester temple on May 16th, 2011 by Aiya.

From the time I saw the lingam something intrigued me and I want to share
this with you.  Aiya mentioned the lingam was hand-picked by Mathioli
Akka who has been identified and revered as an amsam of Sri
Akhilandeswari (the commander-in-chief) of Sri Rajarajeswari.  Further, Aiya
explained the divine healing power of this Lingam—to cure illness,
shortcomings caused by adverse effects of the Navagrahas (especially Saturn)
etc.

Reading the article by Guruji (Sri Amritananda Natha Saraswathi),
entitled, “Meditation on Varahi,” he explains about Akhilandeswari on the
Giri Chakra (vehicle or abode of  Sri Akhilandeswari with the presence of the
eight forms:  Sri Varathali,  Sri Varahi, Sri Varahamuki, Sri Anthini, Sri
Rundhe, Sri Jambe, Sri Mohini, Sri Sthambini).

Here, Guruji introduces the intriguing fact that Sri Dhanvantari and the
Asvini Twins also reside in the Giri Chakra under Her command and
accompany Her.  Sri Dhanvantari—the physician God, and the Asvini duo—

the
physicians
of the gods.

When the
Thiru
Neelakanta
Lingam
with such divine healing powers is
handpicked and handed over Aiya, there
is no coincidence as to who picked it—
only the one with the authority to
command and direct Sri Dhanvantari
and the Asvini Twins could deliver such
items!

It is the design of the Mother’s
incomprehensible Compassionate Grace!

Aiya performed a breathtaking premier

milk abhishekam to the new lingam

After abhishekam and alankaram were complete, Aiya did a sahasra

archana with bilva leaves
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Normally, I would not write
about such an experience.  I would
tell maybe one or two close
friends and my guru, if anyone.  I
have also been known to keep
Devi experiences to myself;
however, She was very clear in
asking me to “write about this
temple tomorrow.”  She said it at
least two, maybe even three
times.

This experience began as a
dream that was not really a
dream, but an astral experience
with an old friend that I have
been estranged from for many
years.  That dream was a whole
separate experience that led to us
sitting on a porch.  While talking
to my friend, I heard a puja bell.

 I looked up to see a huge granite
temple to the east of where we sat.
It was well polished granite that
had a bluish hue, like a cat’s eye
stone.  The temple had a very
large courtyard, that was at least
partially open to the north and
west sides towards the northwest
corner of the temple (Vayu
Konam).

The puja I heard was occurring
outside in the courtyard at what
appeared to be a temporary
station. There was abhishekam
happening to a large lingam.
When I noticed this, the priest
was offering karpuram
(camphor), which lead me to
believe the puja was almost over.
So I rushed from where I was,
crossing a field towards the
temple. I went down a few steps,
then up slightly more steps to the
open granite courtyard floor.

TempleTemple

LoreLore

The stories of the devotees at  the  Sri

Rajarajeswari Peetam create the very
essence of the temple’s soul.

 Aiya has verified all these tales for
their authenticity, and he urges

devotees to share their experiences for
the benefit of future generations.  All

identities will be kept in the strictest
confidentiality unless otherwise

requested.

There were dothi- and sari-clad
people coming and going, which
gave the courtyard the feel and
pace of a bustling market. As I
rushed east towards the puja that
was ending, I noticed to my right
a long, blue pool with slightly
raised walls.  It had a short north
end and was very long on the east
and west sides.  I never looked far
enough south to see where this
very long, thin pool ended.  There
was a line of rishis/priest
chanting, evenly spaced along the
short north end as well as the east
and west sides of this pool for as
far as I could see.

 The puja had ended by the time
I arrived and the temporary
station was broken down.  I
sensed that this courtyard puja
was done at the very least every
day, but more likely multiple
times per day, every day.  As I
finally approached a wall, I
noticed that there were scenes
embedded in a granite band
around the temple that depicted a
story.

These were not colorfully
painted scenes; they were still
scenes depicting action. However,
the figures were stills of gold
murthis.  They appeared laser-
embossed in the blue granite, not
shiny gold leaf on top, but in the
surface of the granite with a clear
protective layer between them
and the viewer.  This was
obviously a massive temple;
however I never looked up enough

to see its full scale at anytime
during this experience.

 Behind where the temporary
puja cart had been was an alcove,
a sanctum bathed in a gold,
slightly reddish light.  That area
had a very warm and blessed
feeling and seemed to have many
lush, gold pillows for comfort.  I
turned to a couple seated to my
left and did pranams, showed the
dasha-mudras, took their blessing
and began to exit the alcove.

There was a sari-clad woman
who entered this area and said to
me, “You should go and touch the
kalasam.”  In that moment I
realized that the couple was the
sponsors of this puja.  Facing east
to re-enter, I saw a large gold
kalasam to my right, very
intricately inlaid, with a cow face
turned toward the east.  It was
clear that if you tilted the
kalasam, teertham (blessed water)
would come out of the cow’s
mouth.

The top of the kalasam was
open, with a long gold udhrani
(spoon) in it.  The inside of the
kalasam reflected the gold color
intensely; the water level was
very low and I could see a large
concentration of camphor pellets.
Using the udhrani, I put a single
drop on my head (offering to
guru), then dropped a single drop
in my hands to sip.  I saw the
drop on the edge of my hands and
was not sure that it made it to my
mouth.
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As I exited, the guardian
indicated that I had not taken
enough or spent enough time in
this sanctum.  You must
remember that I did not know at
the time that this dream/astral
experience was not waking life.  I
was in a grand temple I have
never been in before, nervous,
trying hard not to make an error,
and therefore playing it safe.

 When I exited the alcove, there
She was.  So beautiful and
enticing, as a mixed-race 16-year-
old girl with full breasts, slender
waist, and exposed midriff
without a phala to cover it;
definitely a mixture of Black and
Indian with some Caucasian.  She
was in the form of the alluring
chandali (low-caste) woman that
lured Shiva away from his
meditation to couple with Her.

Her skin was green; however in
Her midriff were tones of purple
and blue.  The inner border of Her
lips and inside of Her mouth were
blood red, but not like
lipstick.  Her teeth were
white, sharp and pointed.

I need to insert some
background here.  I
recently discovered the
power of the Laghu
Shyamala mantra.  In this
mantra She is referred to
as ucchista (accepting
impure offerings), chandali
(low caste) and as
Matangi.  Matangi is
connected with Shyamala
and Madhurai Meenakshi.

My friend tells me that
the tribes of Kerala
worshipped the Great
Devi as Matangi.  The
Matanga tribes were
nomads who followed the
elephants and studied,
mimicked the elephants
habits during pre-vedic
times.  Ayurveda was
developed by these tribes
watching the herbs
mother elephants would
feed their young.

This Matangi is the
mother of Ganapati and

was worshipped as the great Devi
in Her sylvan sanctuary by the
tribes and was later merged with
the Vedic goddess Sri.  So there are
many versions of every story.  In
my mind, with this story’s
influence, I see this original
Matangi as no difference from
Lalita Tripurasundari Herself.
Many will disagree with this, but
this is my feeling.

As I begin to talk with Her, I say,
“You’re Matangi.”  She teases me
and replies, “Some people say I
am Tripurasundari.”  I say again,
“You’re Matangi;” She again says,
“Some say I’m Lalita.”  This
banter goes on for a while.  To end
the banter She then says to me,
“You are very sweet.”  Then She
says, “Write about this temple
tomorrow.”  She says this more
than once to make this very clear.

I was given a great volume of
chewy candy prasadam, like

squirrel nut zippers, that made it
difficult to speak as I ate them all
at once.  As I exited, I passed a
group of temple volunteers and I
asked when this puja would
happen again.  A page of the
temple calendar was torn off and
given to me, which indicated that
a special Devi puja was done on
this day.

I then realized that the puja was
to Matangi, who was most likely
at the time at the east (inner most)
wall of the alcove, but She exited
before I entered as the puja had
completed just before I arrived.
As I exited and passed the hundi
(collection box), I pulled out my
wallet to make a donation.
Around the hundi was a large
array of many different wrapped
candy prasadams.

 It was an amazing experience. I
am only writing this as She told
me to write about this today!
Aim Matangi Namaha!
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Translation (as found online):

Cid-agni kunda-sambhuta:  Who came out of
the fire of consciousness

Deva kaarya samudhyata:  Who promotes/
supports the causes of the devas

When looking at this second line of the first
verse of the Sri Lalita Sahasranamam, it seems
that the Devi sprung forth from the fire of
consciousness in order to promote the affairs of
the Devas.  Let’s look at each part and wonder at
what it could signify.

Fire of Consciousness
What is fire?  Commonly it is the combustion

of material.  Something like wood is burned in
oxygen and it produces a fire.  Would we call
this fire of oxygen?  Or fire of wood?  Or just fire?
So fire itself is a combination of circumstances.

So if fire is an event of itself, then the Fire of
Consciousness must be the fire that affects
consciousness, and she is born from that.  So
there is something that lights up consciousness,
and that what lights up consciousness is the
source from which she comes.  If considered that
this fire is ultimately what she has come from—
the parents of Lalita, so to speak—then it bears
some investigation.

We already know for the term fire to be
warranted it needs several actors.  So there is
more than one actor that combine together to

Half-a-line full of
meaning

by Gratus Devanesan

Half-a-line full of
meaning

build this fire.  What is another significance of
fire?  Oxygen and wood combine and for a
moment there is neither oxygen nor wood—and
in this moment where there is neither wood nor
oxygen the fire exists.  So the fire is the moment
where two or more agents momentarily are one.

So, whenever two or more combine to be one,
there is fire.  What then are the two or more
things that combine to produce that particular
fire that is relevant to consciousness?  Let’s
investigate consciousness—what is
consciousness?  Bluntly, it is the formation of
memory.  If I am not conscious then I have no
memory.  More succinctly, consciousness is the
transformation of manas tattvam.  And the fire of
consciousness is then that what fuels this
transformation.

I believe this is “experience”—when I see you I
experience a part of you.  That part for a short
period is mine.  And this episode of a piece of data
coming and entering me and unifying with me is
reflected by a modification of the mind that traces
this.  And at that moment when an experience is
had, she is born—Lalita.

The Cause of the Devas
There are devas or suras and asuras.  What are

devas and asuras as esoteric concepts?  A deva is
the force of equilibrium, while the asura is the
force that disturbs that equilibrium.  Using
Calculus one can simply say that the deva is a
point where the first derivative is 0.  So it seems
that she is born to restore equilibrium. That
would require that an equilibrium was disturbed
in the first place.

Well, we just mentioned that an experience
creates consciousness by disturbing the manas
tattvam. So she is born to restore the equilibrium to
the manas tattvam.  Equilibrium, however, does not
imply a return to the undisturbed stage.  It simply
implies a state that is naturally sustained.

So was she born to undo that which was the
cause of her birth?  That seems to make sense in
many ways as we are here trapped in this world
that has evolved from a point—we all seek to
return, be reabsorbed and achieve moksha.  But it
is a mistake to imagine that she is actually
“suicidal” or that Lalita has a death wish; that she
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is vain and plays a meaningless
game where all things are made
and destroyed.

No—she is not interested in
destroying consciousness by
removing the modifications of the
mind that were created because of
experience.  She is not trying to
negate experience and herself.
This, I believe, is of significant
importance in understanding the
difference between moksha and
people who wish this is their last
birth.  Moksha may provide that
this is your last birth, but the
desire for this to be your last birth
will not provide moksha.

Anyway, returning from my
rant.

It helps if you remember grade
11 mathematics.  If you recall, the
sine and cosine functions rise and
fall.  If you took engineering or
some more advanced
mathematics courses you might
recall a damping function, which
implies that the rise and fall
(amplitude) of the sine and cosine
is reduced with time.  That is how
the mind would be under the
influence of a single experience.

Slowly, the modifications will
lose intensity and all awareness is
lost.  Consciousness dissipates.
But under a steady stream of new
experiences, consciousness is
retained.  But, if you have seen the

tangent and cotangent function
you will find that they rise to
infinity in forward time (or in
backward time in the case of
cotangent).  Infinity is a
mathematical equilibrium.  For
example: ? + 2 = ?.  The rate of
change of a function
(derivative) as it approaches
infinity is 0, although it is
constantly rising.  This is the
deva kaarya she is here to
protect.

She is here to give you the
experience of all experiences—a
celebration of consciousness, a
singular experience that spans
all of time.  And as your single
experience gains momentum and
time it (I suppose) will merge in
the complete experience: Maha
Samadhi.

So her purpose, short and
simply, is to turn mundane
experience into Maha Samadhi by
allowing you to hold on to a single
modification of the mind.

Now going back to the
beginning—the fire.  If I see
someone pick his nose and reject
that person—that experience—as

not mine, as
revolting and
undesirable, will
there be “fire” of
consciousness?  No.
There will be
something, which I
don’t know how to
verbalize but
disgust, aversion,
any feeling of
segregation (any
ashta-paasha type
sensation) is an
experience of one’s

own limited self and not the
experience of the other person
within oneself.

When you can see yourself in
the experience then the fire
appears, and in that moment

Lalita is born and with that
singular experience she gives you
the power to attain Maha
Samadhi.

So next time you see someone
pick their nose don’t be disgusting
but instead remember how you
may have once loved doing the
same and sympathize or
empathize—anything to see a
sliver of common ground.  And
when you put aside differences
and experience something wholly,
you experience Lalita.  And with
that you have the possibility of
attaining all there is.

These were just two of her 1008
names in the Sahasranamam… I
wonder what the rest mean.
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Sri Akka started her New Year
message with stressing the
importance of music in our lives
by saying the following:

Sruthi is an important aspect in
our lives.   Sruthi is the base for
any music.  Good health is a must
both for listening and singing.
Ragas are good for physical and
mental health.  This year, it is
good to sing and listen to songs
based on Bowli ragam.  Bowli
raga, like Varali is not frequently
sung.  So we should make an effort
to enquire and listen to songs in
this ragam.

This year, Kara Varsham will
be a very good year for people
born in Hastha nakshatram.
For them even the negatives
will become positive.

Valampuri Ganesha, the lord
with his trunk turned towards
his right, is very special.
Valampuri Ganesha removes
all obstacles.  There is a
Valampuri Ganesha in
Thiruvalanchuzhi in Tamil
Nadu.  In this temple, Lord
Ganesha is made from the
foam of sea waves by Lord
Indra.  In fact, it was here that
Lord Shiva offered coconuts to
Lord Ganesha to remove his
obstacles before Tripura
Samharam.  This is how the
practice of breaking coconuts
started.  Lord Ganesha also did
puja for the sake of Lord Shiva’s
victory.  This puja was witnessed
only by Athreya Maharishi.

The Lord Ganesha in
Thiruvalamchuzhi is called as
Vellai Varana Pillayar.  Sri Akka
then started with the Pranava
syllables Agara, Ugara, Makara.
The origin of these three syllables
is from the navel, heart and lips
respectively.  If you notice these
syllables, when spoken, originate
from parts of the body which is
wet.  “Udambil Odum Nadhi Agaram,
Ugaram, Makaram. Andha nadhi

Sri Akka’s message onSri Akka’s message onSri Akka’s message onSri Akka’s message onSri Akka’s message on
Tamil New Year’s dayTamil New Year’s dayTamil New Year’s dayTamil New Year’s dayTamil New Year’s day

Omkara roopamaga ulla maalai aagi
vidugirathu.”

Sri Akka then stressed on the
importance of keeping auspicious
names for children. When we use
them repeatedly, it becomes
meaningful.   Lord Ganesha’s
conch (sanku) is called “Mukti
pazha sanku” or the conch that
gives Moksha.

One out of 10,000 conches is a
Valampuri conch.  One out of
these 10,000 Valampuri conches
adorns Lord Ganesha.  All
conches blown in temples are not
necessarily Valampuri.  “Sanku

puja” is very special when
worshipping Lord Ganesha and
Lord Shiva.  However, it must be
noted that Sanku puja is not done
while worshipping Lord Vishnu.

Another important aspect Sri
Akka spoke about was the
excessive usage and dependence
on electronic devices such as
laptops, cell phones, TV,  iPads,
etc.  She said that we have become
slaves to these electronic gadgets.
From these gadgets emanate
poisonous substances that affect
our environment.  We are not able
to escape from these ill-effects of

these poisonous substances.
There are instances where some
women have been unable to
conceive because of excessive
usage of laptops.

Sri Akka gave one remedy to
ward off the ill effects of these
gadgets.  One can keep these cell
phones, when not in use or when
charging, in a banana leaf or in
the dried shell of the fruit of
Mangusthan or the shell of the
Vilva fruit or in ‘Vetti Ver’(Khus).
These substances have the power
to absorb these poisonous
substances.

In fact the usage of viboothi kept
in a Vilva fruit’s shell is very
special.  It cures illness and
removes fear.

In her concluding remarks Sri
Akka asked, What is meant by
Vinai?  “Vinai enbadhu kaariyam.”
We always experience the fruits of
our actions.  Mostly all of us talk
about karma when we suffer.  But
there are 6 ‘Vinaigal’ from which
no one can escape.  They are:

Bandha Vinai — The result of
our relationships such as
husband-wife, mother-son etc.

Sondha Vinai — The result of
our birth in a particular place/
way/manner; i.e. this janma (for
instance our birth in a particular
family in a particular region)

Vandha Vinai — The result of
our past karmas

Thanda Vinai — The result of
what we give or do for others, or
what the others do for us

Undha Vinai — The result of
what we are urged to do by some
external forces

Nondha Vinai — Lamenting
over our actions

How to dissolve these karmas?
Worshipping Lord Muruga, in his
splendid form of 6 faces
(Arumugar), will help us dissolve
these fruits of our karmas.

“This year if we start any
important work on a Thursday, it
will bring you success.  Even if not
that Thursday, definitely success
will be yours by next Thursday.”
Thus Sri Akka concluded her New
Year message.  Her blessings to
all!

Sri Akka’s message onSri Akka’s message onSri Akka’s message onSri Akka’s message onSri Akka’s message on
Tamil New Year’s dayTamil New Year’s dayTamil New Year’s dayTamil New Year’s dayTamil New Year’s day

Sri Akka graced the Rajarajeswari

Peetam during Navarathri 2010.
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Sanatana dharmam, one of the
oldest religions in the world, not
only preached about God but
how a human could make it
through one of the greatest
obstacle courses, which exists in
this entire pravancham of life.

As we look into our religion, we
begin to see so much intricacy
and depth that it has to offer,
truly making it an honor for us to
feel part of this extremely
intellectual religion.  In looking at
this, from the scriptures arises a
very common line, “matha, pitha,
guru, devam.”

When I sit back and analyze it,
it shows me the life cycle that is
prescribed as “what counts.”
When you are born, regardless of
who you are, the first touch you
have is that of your mother.  She
will then show you who your
father is, making him the second
most important thing in this life.
So how does guru come in?

Back in the times such as during
the Ramayana, your matha and
pitha took you to your guru and
left you under his guidance for a
certain number of years, and he
chooses to take on the task of
sculpting you into the divine,
making you and God into one.
My humble opinion is that this is
what had happened in the past.
Rama, even being an avatar, had
to go to a guru in order to rid
himself of the adi-vasanas that are
bound to exist with human birth.

A guru is still the same today,
but it’s his or her disciples that
have much difficulty realizing
that.  In this era, economic, social
and development in the world
around us tends to be more of a
test.  The adi-vasanas that already
exist when we are born become
more decisive with all these

by Tharuman Thavakumar

A 21st Century GuruA 21st Century Guru

attractive luxuries and we become
attached and pulled astray into a
cycle of maya, which pushes us
further away from what we keep
telling ourselves to be close to.

On a personal note, my guru was
not only my guru, but rather my
uncle as well—making the
transition for myself a very
difficult one.  Getting used to
calling him “Saru akka mama” or
“mama” and having his love as a
child, I grew fond of Aiya and
easily attached myself to him.

At that point, he was not only
my uncle, but also my role model
and God.  I wanted to be just like
him and nothing else.  The amount
of love Aiya showers on us all is
beyond what words or emotions
can describe; it is as if he is the
most powerful magnet and we are
little paper clips that fling
ourselves upon him.  This is what
I consider a trait of an
unbelievable incarnate on earth.

Looking at him as an uncle and
then seeing him become a guru to
so many hundreds in front of my
eyes definitely led for me to envy
many—how could they talk to MY
uncle?  As I received my first
mantra in the year 1999 (when I
was 8) I began to see things
slightly differently.  The first time I
called mama “Aiya” was a week
after receiving diksha.  It was the
most awkward feeling for me,
but I told myself (as a kid) that
this is what you call your guru,
not knowing what the word
“Aiya” truly encompasses.

It not only means “guru,” but
“father,” and for me it took on
another meaning—God. Aiya
became God in my mind, which
was without any faults.  God is
one that is always right and will
always do what is just and never

hurt anyone—boy was I wrong.
Or was I right?  To date, I can’t
figure out an answer to what’s
“wrong” and what’s “right” (I
doubt I ever will) but one thing I
know is whether its “mama” or
“Aiya,” they are both divine and
they are both the best thing that
I’ve ever been privileged to come
in contact with in this lifetime.

From the years I’ve been at
Aiya’s feet, the one thing I can say
with assertion is that the guru is
never wrong and there’s never
any advantage of disagreeing.
Once one begins to accept the
guru’s word and just doing a task
rather than asking/expecting
what’s going to happen, it will not
always lead the disciple to a
favorable outcome, but rather a
favorable experience.

One needs to be prepared for
this when taking diksha from a
guru, because for gurus who have
merged with the gurumandala (of
which the Devi herself is
presiding—“Gurumandala
roopini’), time is not of any
importance.  If you want diksha
the guru will give it, for he knows
when the time is right; the Devi’s
energy which flows through him
into us will pull us there.

But the guru doesn’t always sit
back and take the backseat along

Aiya has given young people a lot of opportunities

they wouldn’t get at any other temple.
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the way—it’s the guru who works
through the Devi’s grace to sculpt
every inch of our souls.  The guru
is the Devi—just his/her body is
the tap She uses to flow through.

A proper guru won’t come out
and bluntly state “do this.”
Rather, he will play along with
you, treat you as a friend and then
suddenly throw a boulder at you
and you won’t know what hit.

The guru will play along with us
so well, that when he throws the
boulder we go into shock.

Some need extra care and
attention for them to come to a
state of attachment; others attach
themselves regardless of how the
guru treats the disciple. But the
end goal is that because of this
attachment, when the guru
throws the boulder at us, we
automatically think things such
as, “Why doesn’t our guru love us
anymore, what did I do?”

In my humble opinion, I feel this
is exactly what the guru wants us
to feel.  By making us feel this
way, he makes us go through a
series of internal analysis and
evaluation.  He gives us the will to
overcome, because we love him so
much and want to figure this out.

Indeed I feel he uses our human
emotions such as the craving for
acceptance and love to make us
work harder.  In the process, we
see our actions from another
perspective and begin to feel what
others would have felt when
viewing us.  We begin to see how
we act in this world and what the
net effect of our actions are—

slowly, one will blossom under
the continued testing of the guru
and come to a stance where they
feel nothing in this world matters,
yet everything does.

One begins to realize that things
happen for a reason and that
whether it’s our actions or the
actions of those around us, it’s not
in our control. What is happening
will happen, and what is going to
happen will also happen; we
begin to feel helpless and of no-
help, we begin to feel “just as.”

It’s important to realize that this
is the state at which Arjuna
entered the battle during the
Mahabharatha. In the Bhagavad
Gita, Krishna tells Arjuna not to
feel that he has any control over
the killing of the opposition—it is
bound to happen, and Arjuna was
just a channel.  When a disciple
enters this state of being “just-as,”
one will slowly begin to merge
into nature and just live—not be
attached to anything, not feel
neglected or accepted; rather just
“go with the flow.”

 Once one enters a state such as
this, the “ashta-paashas” as Aiya
pounds into his disciples’ heads
over and over, exist, but do not
affect.  Being a human, such
emotions will be bound to exist,
but one won’t be attached and one
will be aware through constant
self-analysis. The pranavam will
only then slowly reveal itself to
the disciple.  In the end, merger
with the guru will take place.

Although such things sound
great and easy, many things will
sit as road blocks along the road.
One of the most toxic is one’s ego.
When one feels that sense of, “I’ve
realized God”—the fact that
you’re still nothing, but
everything begins to erode and
you feel you are just everything.

You begin to feel that you are
God and forget to realize that
everyone around you and
everything around you is also
God.  You are no more special
than the person next to you,
because a guru has given that
person a mantra as well—a key to
the world.  All sishyas have the
key to the universe, and your

guru has shown you where the
lock is, but we find it so difficult to
walk to the lock and unlock the
power because that power is that
which not just anyone should be
able to unlock.

That’s where the guru will leave
it to the Devi; only she will
remove your blindfold and allow
you to see the lock clearly when
you have rid yourself of all selfish
motives and gains. When you
have no such requests, and have
come to the point where you don’t
care, the Devi will reveal the door
and allow you to unlock it,
entering a state of unending bliss.

The guru’s love for his/her
disciples is always unconditional.
At times, a guru will “veil” his
love only to motivate his disciple
to try and overcome such
obstacles.  As Guruji wrote in an
article, “We only push you away,
because we love you so much.”

I find it a growing struggle in
youths especially to have the faith
that the Guru knows best—we
feel the guru always needs to hug
us, pat us, and crack jokes with
us… and if he doesn’t, we forget
all the love he’s showered on us all
the times before.  At junctures like

that, we need to sit back and truly
look at all the love our guru has
showered and realize that there is
a clear reason why he is doing
what he is doing.

A disciple may only truly
understand the guru’s struggle
when he or she becomes a guru,
for then she/he will attain the
state of brahma-jnani in which their
own guru continuously exists.

The author with his guru, after

spending countless hours helping

organize this Matangi homam.

The author has learned the most important

lesson from his guru—giving back to others.
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ChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagni
The story of Sri Amritananda Saraswati

part 3part 3part 3part 3part 3

ChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagni
The biography of Sri Amritananda

Saraswati—who is affectionately

known as Guruji to most of Aiya’s

students—was penned in Telugu by

Smt. Nethi Seeta Devi.   These

chapters were translated into English

and graciously submitted to the Sri

Chakra by Venkateshwar Babu from

Philadelphia in an ongoing series.

FAMILY FOUNDATION

Guruji’s father was a true Gandhian.  Though he did not take part in freedom struggle, he led a very simple
life, and earned his living by hard work.  He was used to spinning cotton on charka, and wore clothes with
the cotton he spun.  All that he wore was a dhoti up to his knees, and nothing on the top.  This was his daily
attire.  He was an avid photographer, and the photo studio was his daily livelihood.  Though he was not
highly educated, he was very principled in his life and was a true noble soul.  Many photographers in
Visakhapatnam trained under him during those days.

Under the guidance of such a noble being, his kids also grew
leading a simple life devoid of movies, picnics, and other such
extracurricular activities.

Once Guruji had asked his dad four annas to see a movie.
His dad responded, “With four annas would you like to give your

family the opportunity to buy some lentils or would you like to go ahead and
watch a movie for your own enjoyment? What would you like to do?”

Guruji was a very young kid at that stage.  Taken aback by his
dad’s response, not knowing what to do, Guruji decided not to
pursue his plans to see a movie.  Guruji was aware of the simple
and frugal life style that his family was leading.  Though Guruji
was feeling sad inside, he did not reveal his feelings to his dad or
anyone.

Because of the economic
conditions of his family,
even when Guruji was

attending college, he could only afford to wear khadi garments
instead of regular pants.  No one in Guruji’s family wore clothes
made in mills.  Guruji’s dad was bed-ridden and became paralytic.
Guruji was about 15 years when he lost his dad who was 55 years
then.  The entire responsibility of the family fell on Guruji’s
shoulders.  Guruji had to take care of the family and his brother’s
education while having to stay focused on his studies at the same
time.

Though Guruji scored very good marks and got admission into
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, not only was he able to
afford the fees to go to college, Guruji could not even afford to buy a
train ticket to attend the college interview though the train fare was
only 10 rupees in those days.

So Guruji’s only alternative was to continue with his college
education locally in Visakhapatnam.  Guruji continued with his
higher education, and earned a Master’s degree in Nuclear Physics.
Though Guruji’s desire to become an engineer remained unfulfilled,
he made sure that his younger brother did not get into a similar
situation.  He sold off one house, and took a loan on another to ensure
his younger brother became an engineer.
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A tightrope walker looms
hundreds of feet in the air
sometimes, creeping along a single
taut rope, hands outstretched,
and her body swaying as she
continually compensates for her
shifting weight.  On either side
lies empty space eager to swallow
her, and below are only
distractions waiting to assault
her focus.

Where do the eyes of a tightrope
walker rest?  Should they glance
down, her mind is at once filled
with all the dangers—the
incredible height, the narrow
rope, and the fear of the onlookers
below reminding her of the risk
she’s taking.  If she focuses on the
rope, she sees how it sags and lifts
with every step, or shifts this way
and that, and how difficult it is to

The art of balance and awareness

Walking the TightropeWalking the Tightrope

by Jeilan Devanesan

move forward when the rope
keeps trembling under her.

She might just stay in one place,
afraid of risking another step.  If
she looks on ahead, with her eyes
on the distant platform, perhaps
she will lose sight of everything
else—she may forget about
balancing, compensating, and
concentrating altogether.

So where lies the tightrope
walker’s focus?  On everything
and nothing.

She is continually aware of the
danger, of every shift in her
weight, the trembling rope, a
slight breeze, the frightened
audience below, the blood rushing
in her ears.  She is aware of
everything, yet fixates on none of
these things.  No single detail
diminishes her focus on the task
at hand.  She does not sacrifice her

balance in a rush to move
forward.   Nor she does sacrifice
her progress to maintain perfect
poise.  She is constantly, and
cautiously, moving until there is
no longer any rope left to tread.

The incredibly complex and
profound practice of Sri Vidya is
exactly that—the art of
maintaining balance between our
spiritual and material lives, and
maintaining awareness, in order
to slowly reach the Devi.  What
makes maintaining such a balance
difficult however, is when ideas
within this Vidya are at odds
with one another.  In our
confusion, we may diminish our
focus.

We will begin to wonder, how is
it that the Devi is everything and
in everyone, yet this world we
perceive is illusory, nothing is
real, and every thought, every
feeling, every thing, and every
person is false?  How is it that a
central focus of this Vidya is
incorporating the material life
into our practice—while cutting
all our attachments to that
materiality?

Why study if the Devi can just
give me all the answers?  Why
work if the Devi can just give me
all the wealth I seek?  Why go to a
temple if the Devi is everywhere?
Why chant mantras if I am the
Devi?  These are examples, and I
could go on, but it is not so much
the questions themselves that
matter.

What one does not know,
hundreds may have completely
sensible, long, and thorough
answers for.  But what is
important is that in the beginning
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of this lifelong journey, we are
being pulled this way and that,
dealing with conflicting ideas and
notions, while trying to balance a
spiritual life with the material.

We are trying to do everything
in fact, while having faith in the

Devi and doing nothing.  Yet
managing to take another step
forward should not be impeded
by the attention we fix on the
many, many, individual questions
and contradictions in our minds.

In the beginning, we cannot
intellectually grasp how
contradicting ideas make up one
unified whole.  And so, the
seemingly opposing ideas in the
Vidya, the confusing answers
shoved into our minds, may force
us to grow frustrated, to question
our purpose, and to halt our
gradual progression as we fixate
on our confusion.

But what is important, is that
we do not get caught up in the fine
details at the expense of our
growth.  The tightrope walker
does not think of the danger she is
in or dwell on the sagging rope or
rush towards her platform in a
hurry to be safe, though she is
aware of all these things.  In the
same way, we too should not
fixate on every unanswered
question at the expense of our
practice.  So little can be

understood through words, as
some truths are simply felt.

Sri Vidya is not something to be
learned through books, or a
number of facts retained with
precision.  It is the art of balancing
our lives with our practice, and

becoming aware of
everything;
ourselves, others, and
the world.  Thus it is
crucial that instead of
stopping to turn over
every stone,
inspecting every bit
of information, and
scanning every single
idea we come across
before taking another
step, we begin to
accept it all as part of
a harmonious whole,
without losing
ourselves in it.

The tightrope
walker practices this
art of balance and
awareness.  Every
muscle that flexes,

every tendon that tenses, every
beat of her heart, and every
breath she takes, she feels fully.
She does not panic as her body
trembles and overcompensate,
nor does she underestimate the
danger she is in and slip.  The Sri
Vidya upasaka must balance his
life in the same way.

He must find the means of going
through his worldly life, perhaps
pursuing an education, a career,
building a family, or whatever
else his wish may be.  At the same
time, he must also tend to his
practice and infuse his spiritual
life into the material life he is
essentially a part of.  He should
not pursue intense japam,
perform elaborate pujas, and long
homams at the expense of his
material obligations.  Nor should
he grow frustrated, curse the
Vidya, and become caught up
again in the material world when
he doesn’t understand something.

The tightrope walker is also
aware of her surroundings but
those thoughts do not penetrate
her focus on the task at hand.
Likewise, the Sri Vidya upasaka

too must build his awareness
without deviating from his
practice.  He must be aware of the
contradictions, the opposing ideas
he is introduced to, and the even
more confusing answers he
receives.  The budding upasaka,
still learning to balance and
become aware, must learn to
function as he would normally,
while nothing, at the same time,
seems to makes sense in his mind.

The number of people who find
this short article relevant may be
great, or may be non-existent.  It
is only because I myself am a
recent initiate into the Vidya, that
I wrote this short piece in the first
place.  As everything is more or
less new to me, I cannot resolve
through reason, what it is that I
am learning.  That is hopeless.

I must simply believe in certain
edicts, take in information
whether I understand it or not,
and fall back on my japam to
guide me somehow across this
spiritual tightrope.  Nothing
actually makes logical sense to
me, but I try to balance my life by
doing what I can as a form of
spiritual devotion, while
continuing my life as if nothing
has changed (in that I still go to
school, study for tests, and still
apply for jobs, etc).

I only believe, so long as I wish
to be with Her, She will make
good use of that golden ankusham
and continue guiding me in
whatever direction(s) She wishes.
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